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 flac I will be very appreciate if someone helps me with this. A: "Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600 CPU @ 3.4GHz" It doesn't say
what CPU you have, so "quite low end" is a reasonable assumption. It is a CPU from the 2011 generation, and probably 6 or 7
years old. It might still be good for what you want. "Ubuntu 12.04" Again, it doesn't say what version of Ubuntu. From here it
looks like it is 12.04 LTS, which is a very stable release. It would be a good idea to try a newer version, like 13.04 or 13.10.
They will be supported for much longer. You have several options for encoding to FLAC. First, install and run sudo apt-get

install flac flac-tools This will give you a whole range of options, including the one you mention. It will install the flac command-
line tool as well as the command-line encoder. You could instead install sudo apt-get install sox This will only give you the sox

command-line tool. This is useful for converting audio files to other formats, but not for converting audio to FLAC. "sox
abc.mp3 abc.flac" This will convert a file abc.mp3 to a FLAC file named abc.flac. It will not append a version number to the
FLAC file name. If you want to add a version number, you'll need to get fancier with sox, as there is a script in the sox source

tree called version.sh that can be used to append a version number to a FLAC file. "sox abc.mp3 abc.flac wav" This will convert
a file abc.mp3 to a FLAC file named abc.flac and a wave file named abc.wav. If you want to have the file abc.flac renamed to

abc.flac.wav, then you'd need to append the -w option. "sox abc.mp3 abc.flac -o abc.wav" "sox abc.mp3 ab 520fdb1ae7
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